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Reliably deliver new mobile experiences with future-proof 
wireless. Armed with rich analytics, administrators can quickly 
configure and monitor devices across the network to optimise 
both the end-user experience and network security.



Base WiFi
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Easily see the status of access 
points at a glance.

See connected users and 
devices on your Wifi network.

Update settings at the click of a 
button including SSID name and 
password.

View access 

point status

View connected 
clients

Change private

WiFi settings

One-stop orchestration, visibility, analytics and control for your entire business WiFi network.

Wi-Fight the Inevitable
Automatically, consistently configured WiFi that you can define once and have every customer 

automatically provisioned with.
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Retail WiFi
Presence information that can be used by retail, hospitality, and enterprise customers to understand foot 
traffic and visitor behavior across sites in order to facilitate an optimization of opening hours, marketing 
campaigns, and staffing policies.

Location Analytics
Leverage data to better understand foot 
traffic patterns and behavior in a brick-and-
mortar environment. This location information 
can be used to engage users and optimise 
marketing strategies.    

Data includes
 conversion rate
 walked by percentage
 number of visitor
 busiest hour
 session by location
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Responsive

Easy to use, 

zero code editing

Multi-lingual 
support

Advanced

editing available

Campaign editor
Campaigns allow you to monetize your network 
by delivering ads to a captive audience with 
unskippable rich media on connection. 
Campaigns can be scheduled and defined by 
location, audience metrics, and more.

Survey editor
Add a survey to your campaign or as a 
requirement on login for deep visitor 
understanding and engagement. Gain 
actionable insights from their information and 
use it to provide better service to your 
customers.

Portal editor
Create elegant, responsive, mobile friendly branded captive portals with Encapto WiFi’s no-code 

page builder. The platform’s modular approach makes it easy to add new elements such as screen 
advertising, data capture and rich media.
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Hotspot name

Login methods and

redirection

Easily set and update your WiFi name without 
having to ask your kids how to dive into the 
router settings to change it from 
"NETLYF8744VH8" 

Set up how you would like your customers to 
log in to your WiFi. They can log in via email, 
their favourite social media app, or by simply 
clicking to get online. It's up to you.

Opening hours
Set your business's operating hours so your 
WiFi automatically switches on and off without 
you or your staff having to remember to do it. 
Your WiFi is only on when you want it to be.
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Guest WiFi
Meraki MR's guest access firewall provides secure, Internet-only guest WiFi in just one click.

Easily create and manage users 
for your network.

Grant specific users limited 
access to the WiFi and control 
their speed.

See connected users and 
devices on your WiFi network.

Manage your

guests

Manage access 
limits

View connected 
clients

Built-in guest access
Providing simple and secure guest access with a simplified guest ambassador widget. Guest 
ambassador accounts give organisations an easy way to restrict guest access to a wireless 

network.
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FAQ

A Guest WiFi



Guest WiFi uses the Meraki Guest WiFi management under the hood. It can be used to give WiFi access 
to specific users by the customer (e.g. a receptionist). An expiry date can be set for each user, and the 
users will have their own password.



A typical scenario for this is a receptionist in an office giving temporary WiFi access to contractors.



Retail Wifi



Retail WiFi is WiFi that is open publicly, users connecting will be shown a customised portal (created by 
the customer) that can show campaigns, ask surveys and supports a variety login methods (like 
facebook).



Retailers can give their customers WiFi - and use the opportunity to advertise through campaigns, or 
collect customer info via surveys. 



Retail WiFi is used from small cafes to large airports.




Q What is the difference between Guest WiFi and Retail WiFi?

A  The list of widgets available for each license type are as follows:

Base WiFi

WiF
 List of access point
 List of connected client
 Private WiFi setting
 Provisioning stats in MSP dashboard




Retail WiFi

in addition to the base WiFi inclusions:



Dashboar
 location metrics (conversion rate, walked by etc)
 busiest hour (based on retail WiFi)
 visits and WiFi users metrics.

Q What widgets are included with each license?
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Guest WiFi

in addition to the base WiFi inclusions:
 

WiF
 A guest user table that allows giving limited access to the WiFi.




A  The key features of the widgets included for for customers are:

 Easily see your status of the access points at a glance
 See the connected users and devices on your WiFi
 Update the SSID name and password.




Q What are the key features for customers?

WiF
 Detailed WiFi reports showing user analytics (traffic, survey metrics, device types, location on map
 User journey widget

 Portal edito
 Campaign edito
 Survey (editor and downloadable csv data
 Terms and conditions configuratio

 Hotspot name edito
 Opening hour
 Login methods (including social login
 Redirect URL on successful connection




A  The metrics exposed will depend on the license you have.

Here is a list of the metrics available for each license type.

Q What metrics are exposed with these widgets?

Base WiFi and Guest WiFi

Metrics unavailable for these license types.




Retail WiFi

WiF
 Location metrics (conversion rate, walked by etc
 Busiest hour (based on retail WiFi stats
 Visits and WiFi users metric
 Traffic metrics (average time spent etc
 Analytics based on survey data (gender, age
 Device type metrics
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A  Managed service providers are given access to powerful tools to help provison and deploy new services:

The list of features for each license type are as follows:

Q What features do managed service providers have access to?

Base WiFi and Guest WiF
 Automatically, consistently configured WiFi that you can define once and have every customer 

automatically provisioned with
 Customers are empowered to make simple, non-breaking changes to their service, reducing your 

support costs
 MSP can still use the Meraki dashboard to make final adjustments to the customers network settings 

if required.



Retail WiF
 Automatically configured on-demand Retail WiFi.
 Customers can create their own portals, surveys and campaigns, reducing your support costs
 CloudDeck is available for user should a customer need a configuration change that cannot be made 

in the simplified dashboard.



A  Encapto simplifies processes for the average customer to be able to carry out with ease.

Q What advantages does Encapto MSP have over just using Meraki?

Benefits for Base WiFi and Guest WiFi customer
 Customers do not need to have access to the full Meraki dashboard to make simple changes. The 

Meraki dashboard is quite powerful, but also requires a fair amount of technical knowledge to use - 
giving access to customers may frustrate them with its complexity and can lead them to 
inadvertently making breaking changes

 Alternatively, not giving customer any access to make changes means increased support load for 
simple, commonly requested changes like changing SSID

 Customers can see proof of value on the dashboard, by seeing  their APs online, and users connected 
to the network

 The WiFi network is automatically configured by Encapto - so customers are consistently configured, 
simplifying support complexity and reducing human error

 Private WiFi is automatically configured with a randomly generated password out of the box.


Benefits for Retail WiFi customer
 Meraki does not have any of the features that Retail WiFi offers. Customers using Retail WiFi will have 

an experience that can’t be matched by the Meraki Dashboard.
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Like what you see so far and 
want to see it in action?

Arrange a time with one of our experts to 
walk you through how everything works.  

sales@encapto.com

Simplify

Streamline

Scale

Start growing SMB

revenue now


